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A TOUCH OF ELEGANCE
As a premium water expert, KLUDI provides 
modern high end bathroom solutions, with a 
touch of harmony and design. 
KLUDI surprises, informs and inspires, 
through a complete and sophisticated 
range of faucets, sanitaryware & other 
bathroom products of high design. Its 
design is not only focused on appearance 
and style, but also on practicability and 
emotional appeal. Excellent design goals 
when it harmonizes with functionality 
and satisfies people's needs, resulting in 
added benefits. Well recognized as one 
of the preferred innovative German brand 
by architects, interior designers, installers 
and end users, KLUDI gives shape to your 
idea of bathroom through research and 
attention to detail, improving people's 
quality of life. 
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GLOBAL DESIGN, 
MADE IN GERMANY

KLUDI is a contemporary high-end 
brand for sophisticated bathrooms 
and high-quality kitchens. A perfect 
combination of 100-year tradition as 
a German fittings specialist and wa-
ter expert with pioneering innovations 
and perfectly formed design. KLUDI 
solutions convince through German 
engineering and premium quality, high 
reliability in their function and sus-
tainability in their use, an incompara-
ble and timeless elegance in design 
and tangible sensuality in water ex-
perience.
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 BATHROOM
SMART LUXURY
LIVING IN STYLE
Smart Luxury-Interior styles open up a wide  range of 
design options: Modern Classic, Puristic, Contemporary 
and Avantgarde. A variety of options for sophisticated 
bathroom design. A fit for every style. After all, interior 
design is all about finding a personal touch.

76
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MAGICAL 
COMBINATIONS
A COMPLETE RANGE OF COLORS, 
FINISHES, MATERIALS

98
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MATT LIGHT 
BLUE
(O4)

MATT 
VERMILION
(O5)

BRUSHED 
GUNMETAL PVD
(N2)

BRUSHED 
GOLD PVD
(N0)

BRUSHED 
BRONZE PVD
(N1)

MATT TEAL 
BLUE
(O3)

MATT LIGHT 
DOVE
(O2)

MATT DOVE
(O1)

FINISHES:
CHROME
(05)

MATT WHITE
(53)

MATT BLACK
(39)

OUR PALETTE OF COLORS

1312
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POWDER COATINGPVD COATING

ELEGANT MATT
For matte pastel and color shades that are currently on vogue in interior design, KLUDI uses 
an innovative powder coating that brings out the matte colors particularly well. The fittings are 
finished with an electrostatically charged powder coating.
The powder consists of finely ground polyurethane and epoxy resin, both of which have a high 
chemical and mechanical resistance. This gives the surfaces particular resistance and durability. 
At the same time, powder coating is considered an environmentally friendly painting process 
because no solvents are used.

HIGH-GRADE BRILLIANCE
Various metallic finishes are equally popular in homes. Brushed gold, brushed bronze and brushed 
gunmetal are particularly popular. KLUDI uses the physical vapor deposition (PVD) process, originally 
developed for use in space technology, to apply these shiny surface variants in excellent quality and 
perfect brilliance. In this process, the fittings are physically vaporized in special vacuum chambers 
using mixtures of inert gases ignited in a magnetic field.
The composition of the gas mixture determines the color. PVD surfaces are about ten times harder 
than chrome. They are therefore considered to be extremely durable and long-lasting.

PVD 0.2 Μm

CHROME 0.2 Μm to 0.6 Μm

POWDER COATING  100 Μm

BRASS

BRASS

NICKEL 10 Μm to 25 Μm

MATT LIGHT 
BLUE
(O4)

MATT 
VERMILION
(O5)

BRUSHED 
GUNMETAL PVD
(N2)

BRUSHED 
GOLD PVD
(N0)

BRUSHED 
BRONZE PVD
(N1)

MATT TEAL 
BLUE
(O3)

MATT LIGHT 
DOVE
(O2)

MATT DOVE
(O1)

FINISHES:FINISHES:

MATT WHITE
(53)

MATT BLACK
(39)
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KLUDI-NOVA FONTE PURA
COMBINES A UNIQUE SOPHISTICATION 
WITH AN APPEALING LIGHTNESS AND 
SUBTLETY

2120
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 HARMONY AND FUNCTIONALITY
COMBINED

KLUDI-NOVA FONTE PURA combines a unique sophistication with an 
appealing lightness and subtlety.
The geometries have been reduced to the bare essentials and brought into 
harmonious proportion. Consistency down to the smallest detail is evident in 
the absolutely precise transitions between the spout and the body, and the 
ultimate exact corner radii of the lever with the flat surfaces.
Its extremely sophisticated design not only expresses lightness and 
transcendence, but also makes minimal use of materials. Since the smaller 
ecological footprint fulfils today’s sustainability requirements, KLUDI-NOVA 
FONTE PURA is the true archetype of a new era.

2322
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No visible 
grub screws / covers

Filigree lever design (9 mm wide)

K25 Cartridge

Additive joining body & outlet 

Filigree tube spout (Ø21 mm)

Ø36 Body diameter

Ø50 Rosette diameter

Aerator with s-pointer

 FILIGRAN

• Geometries reduced to a maximum particularly slim design

 SUSTAINABLE

• Saving water with a flow-rate of 4.5 l/min

• Reduced use of materials - to conserve resources 

• Energy-saving manufacturing processes 

• Plastic-free packaging/ biodegradable bag alternatives instead of 
plastic bags

 PRECISE

• Extremely precise transitions of spout & body (the spout is plugged 
onto the body).

• Precise corner radii of the lever with flat surfaces require high 
manufacturing skills for a particularly elegant design

NOVA FONTE PURA is elegantly reduced to the 
essential, meticulously balanced in its proportions 
and consistently designed down to the smallest detail. 
Full of character and unobtrusive at the same time, it 
impresses with its timeless elegance. 

Michael Stein, Designer
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SUSTAINABILITY, 
FROM PRODUCTION TO USAGE

The extremely filigree design and reduced dimensions of all KLUDI-NOVA FONTE 
PURA models also enable a significant reduction in the amount of material used 
in production. This makes it possible to save raw materials and energy. KLUDI also 
uses materials whose environmental compatibility has been tested and certified 
throughout the packaging. Instead of plastics, KLUDI uses bio-based packaging 
material obtained from renewable raw materials. This plastic-like material is 
biodegradable and compostable.

In addition, the water flow rate of all KLUDI-NOVA FONTE PURA washbasin fittings 
is reduced to five liters per minute as standard - with a high level of comfort. This 
protects the environment and resources, especially in case of hot water, less water 
always means more energy efficiency. This applies in particular to the EcoPlus 
models of the series, where cold water flows in the normal position of the lever. With 
its ecological footprint reduced in this way, KLUDI-NOVA FONTE PURA meets the 
requirements of contemporary sustainability in a special way.

2726
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Unity in perfection: KLUDI-NOVA FONTE PURA in an ideal 
combination with KLUDI-NOVA FONTE PURISTIC.

28
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KLUDI-NOVA FONTE PURISTIC
bath- and shower mixer DN 15
205903915

31
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KLUDI-NOVA FONTE PURA Product List

Single lever washbowl mixer 
DN 15 spout height lower 
edge 240 mm

202980515  Chrome

20298__15  Finishes

Concealed two hole wall
mounted basin mixer
projection 220 mm

required accessories:
installation set DN 15
38242

Bidet mixer DN 15

202450515  Chrome

20245__15  Finishes

202160515  Chrome

20216__15  Finishes

Single lever basin mixer 
100 DN 15
with PUSH-OPEN valve

202880515  Chrome

20288__15  Finishes

207590515  Chrome

20759__15  Finishes

207550515  Chrome

20755__15  Finishes

CHROME
(05)

MATT WHITE
(53)

MATT TEAL BLUE*

(O3)
MATT LIGHT DOVE*

(O2)

MATT LIGHT BLUE*

(O4)
MATT DOVE*

(O1)

MATT VERMILION*  
(O5)

MATT BLACK
(39)

FINISHES:

Concealed single lever 
shower mixer

required accessories:

KLUDI SLIM.BOXX

88022

Concealed single lever bath 
and shower mixer Push

required accessories:

KLUDI SLIM.BOXX

88022

BRUSHED 
GUNMETAL PVD*

(N2)

BRUSHED 
GOLD PVD*

(N0)

BRUSHED 
BRONZE PVD*

(N1)

This is only an extract of KLUDI product range. For more look at www.kludi.com

*Please refer to KLUDI INDIVIDUAL conditions

33
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ACCESSORIES
Bathroom accessories serve not only as functional 
items but also add to the overall look and feel of the 
bathroom design. They must be a perfect combination 
of excellent functionality and modern and flawlessly 
shaped designs.

3534
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KLUDI-SIGNA
GEOMETRIC FORMS OF 
EXQUISITE CLARITY
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KLUDI-SIGNA Product List

Soap dispenser 

wall fastening

operation from below

with mounting material

Tumbler holder

wall fastening

with mounting materials

Toilet brush holder

wall fastening

with mounting material

Single towel rack 

L=800 mm

wall fastening 

with mounting material

Paper-holder with shelf

wall fastening

with mounting material

Hook

wall fastening

with mounting material

3196105  Chrome

31961__  Finishes

3197105  Chrome

31971__  Finishes

3198405  Chrome

31984__  Finishes

3197605  Chrome

31976__  Finishes

3197505  Chrome

31975__  Finishes

3197405  Chrome

31974__  Finishes

CHROME
(05)

MATT WHITE
(53)

MATT BLACK
(39)

FINISHES:

BRUSHED 
GUNMETAL PVD*

(N2)

BRUSHED 
GOLD PVD*

(N0)

BRUSHED 
BRONZE PVD*

(N1)

This is only an extract of KLUDI product range. For more look at www.kludi.com

*Please refer to KLUDI INDIVIDUAL conditions

4
0
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KLUDI-MILO
A MIX OF SOFT LINES FOR YOUR 
PERSONAL BATHROOM IDEA

4
34
2
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KLUDI-MILO Product List

Tumbler holder

wall fastening

with mounting materials

Single towel rack 

L=800 mm

wall fastening 

with mounting material

Toilet brush holder

wall fastening

with mounting material

Soap dispenser 

wall fastening

with mounting material

Toilet roll holder with shelf 
wall fastening

with mounting material

Hook

wall fastening

with mounting material

2596105  Chrome

25961__  Finishes

2597105  Chrome

25971__  Finishes

2598405  Chrome

25984__  Finishes

2597605  Chrome

25976__  Finishes

2597505  Chrome

25975__  Finishes

2597405  Chrome

25974__  Finishes

CHROME
(05)

MATT WHITE
(53)

MATT BLACK
(39)

FINISHES:

This is only an extract of KLUDI product range. For more look at www.kludi.com

*Please refer to KLUDI INDIVIDUAL conditions

BRUSHED 
GUNMETAL PVD*

(N2)

BRUSHED 
GOLD PVD*

(N0)

BRUSHED 
BRONZE PVD*

(N1)
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KLUDI-VELA
PERFECT YOUR OASIS OF WELL-BEING 
WITH CIRCULAR AND COZY DESIGN

4
8
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Single towel rack 

L=800 mm

wall fastening 

with mounting material

Tumble holder

wall fastening

with mounting material

Soap dispenser 

wall fastening

operation from below

with mounting material

Toilet brush holder

wall fastening

with mounting material

Paper-holder with shelf

wall fastening

with mounting material

Hook

wall fastening

with mounting material

KLUDI-VELA Product List

5896105  Chrome

58961__  Finishes

5897105  Chrome

58971__  Finishes

5898405  Chrome

58984__  Finishes

5897505  Chrome

58975__  Finishes

5897605  Chrome

58976__  Finishes

5897405  Chrome

58974__  Finishes

CHROME
(05)

MATT WHITE
(53)

MATT BLACK
(39)

FINISHES:

BRUSHED 
GUNMETAL PVD*

(N2)

BRUSHED 
GOLD PVD*

(N0)

BRUSHED 
BRONZE PVD*

(N1)

This is only an extract of KLUDI product range. For more look at www.kludi.com

*Please refer to KLUDI INDIVIDUAL conditions
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SHOWER DREAMS
 YOUR PERSONAL
EXPERIENCE
Head showers, hand showers and shower systems are 
small technical masterpieces with the intention of 
making shower dreams come true.
An experience that refreshes all senses and at the same 
time allows a moment of “release”.

5554
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KLUDI-ASANA
WELLNESS 
PROGRAM

5756
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A SHOWER EXPERIENCE 
FOR ALL SENSES

In the bathroom, the shower plays a key role in creating an individual wellness 
experience. The large-format KLUDI-ASANA ceiling showers offer wellness with 
a real wow effect and the ultimate in showering comfort. They impress with their 
size alone, but even more so with their heavenly water experience.

This is especially true of the models that, in addition to a pleasant, voluminous 
summer rain, provide extra wellness with a focused laminar flow or a waterfall-
like cascade and light. KLUDI-ASANA ceiling showers are made of high-quality 
stainless steel and are fully integrated into the ceiling so that they blend 
harmoniously into the bathroom.

A wide range
• Three sizes: 340x340 mm, 440x440 mm, 600x300 mm

• Single jet (summer rain) or dual jet (summer rain and clean jet or summer rain 
and waterfall)

• Atmolight, ambiance lighting (LED) for Chromotherapy

5958
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SUMMER RAIN

WATERFALL
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SUMMER RAIN

CLEAN JET
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BLUE PURPLE 

LIGHT BLUE RED 

GREEN YELLOW 

WHITE 

BALANCE YOUR ENERGY THROUGH 
CHROMOTERAPY
Atmolight colours
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340x340 mm with Summer rain

440x440 mm with Summer rain and Clean jet

600x300 mm with Summer rain, Waterfall & Atmolight

Patented system allows easy ceiling 
installation, harmoniously integrated. 
KLUDI-ASANA is also available for 
the bath – as a beautifully designed 
waterfall spout. The system is ideal 
for both small renovations and large 
projects and reduces installation time 
to just a few minutes.
 
Tighten the clamp holders one by one 
and fix the head shower in the ceiling.

INNOVATIVE 
EASY INSTALLATION
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KLUDI-ASANA WELLNESS PROGRAM 
Product List

340x340 mm head shower 
with Summer rain

325x325 mm h30 mm 
head shower 

440x440 mm head shower 
with Summer rain

Tube flex adjustable wall 
mounted mini cilindric head 
shower

440x440 mm head 
shower with Summer 
rain and with Clean jet

Waterfall Waterfall spout for 
bathtubs

440x440 mm head 
shower with Summer rain 
and Atmolight

440x440 mm head shower 
with Summer rain, Clean 
jet and Atmolight

600x300 mm head 
shower with Summer rain 
and Waterfall

600x300 mm head 
shower with Summer rain, 
Waterfall and Atmolight

6920005-00  Chrome

692000__-00  Finishes

6921005-00  Chrome

69210__-00  Finishes

6950005-00  Chrome

69500__-00  Finishes

6951005-00  Chrome

69510__-00  Finishes

6940005-00  Chrome

6944005-00  Chrome

69400__-00  Finishes

69440__-00  Finishes

6941005-00  Chrome

6945005-00  Chrome

69410__-00   Finishes

69450__-00  Finishes

6942005-00  Chrome

6946005-00  Chrome

69420__-00  Finishes

69460__-00  Finishes

6943005-00  Chrome

69430__-00  Finishes

CHROME
(05)

MATT WHITE
(53)

MATT BLACK
(39)

FINISHES:

This is only an extract of KLUDI product range. For more look at www.kludi.com

*Please refer to KLUDI INDIVIDUAL conditions

BRUSHED 
GUNMETAL PVD*

(N2)

BRUSHED 
GOLD PVD*

(N0)

BRUSHED 
BRONZE PVD*

(N1)
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KLUDI-DIVE
DIVE INTO INSPIRING 

SHOWER WORLDS

8
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KLUDI-DIVE
Dive into inspiring shower worlds

New types of jets, incredible design ideas, tangible added value – the innovative 
KLUDI-DIVE shower range offers a one-of-a-kind, all-round wellness experience in 
the shower:

sDIVE 107mm  1s sDIVE 107mm  3s xDIVE 117mm  1s xDIVE 117mm  3s

Top-Features

• KLUDI-DIVE hand showers redefine showering with the three new Body, Hair and 
Skin jets. 

• The design incorporates a cleverly positioned chamfer that creates an 
impressively light and modern look.

• KLUDI-DIVE hand showers are available in two sizes: the sDIVE with a 107 mm 
shower head and the xDIVE with a 117 mm shower head – with either one or three 
jets.

• Stylish head showers in two designs and four new shower systems round off the 
range.

• Special water-saving options help to conserve water and energy – without 
sacrificing any comfort and showering pleasure.

sDIVE 107mm  1s sDIVE 107mm  3s xDIVE 117mm  1s xDIVE 117mm  3s
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HAIR
concentrated,  more water 
pressure, much water

SKIN
focused, massaging, revitalising

Skin
Concentrated, gently tingling, massages the skin 
and invigorates. 

WHAT MAKES THE PERFECT 
HAND SHOWER?

This question was answered by celebrity hairdresser Chris Coenen himself, his 
team and 100 of his customers during the course of a dynamic test phase.
The developers at KLUDI have created the three new types of jets based on their 
responses.

Concentrically arranged on the spray head of the three-jet hand showers, they 
can be easily and conveniently switched over with a button

BODY
gentle, full-body, relaxing

Body
All over, voluminous, soft, relaxing – for a 
complete wellness experience in the shower. 

Hair
A revolutionary new jet pattern – powerful, 
surface-focused, with more water and 
enough power to wash out shampoos and hair 
treatments thoroughly and quickly, even from 
long and thick hair.
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UNIQUE  “BODY-HAIR-SKIN” 
SPRAY TYPE CONCEPT

KLUDI-DIVE spray type concept “body-hair-skin” was developed together with 
the expert & customer Expert - Chris Coenen. A survey of 100 studio customers 
revealed:

• Almost all clients use the hand shower for shampoo rinsing.

• None of the clients were satisfied with the spray of their hand shower for 
shampoo rinsing.

• They all wanted more water and more pressure than the normal spray.

• Rinsing shampoo takes too long, especially for long haired people.

8
9
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KLUDI-DIVE Product List

KLUDI sDIVE 
THERMOSTAT DUAL SHOWER 
SYSTEM DN 15
KLUDI A-QA head shower 
Ø 200 mm 6651005-00
KLUDI sDIVE 3S hand shower 
DN 15 with three spray 
patterns:
Body/Hair/Skin, with quick lime 
scale cleaning
height-adjustable 
hand shower holder
horizontally and vertically 
adjustable pipe, for wall 
mounting
KLUDI Suparaflex shower hose 
G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 1600 mm

KLUDI sDIVE 
Shower set 3 S hand shower 
flow rate at 3 bar 15 l/min. 
(with possibility of limiting to 
9 l/ min.) 
3 spray pattern Body/Hair/
Skin with cleaning system 
connection G½ sieve seal 
shower hose plastic coated 
with metal-effect with 
conical nuts anti twist 
G½ x G½ x 1600 mm 
wall rail 600mm 
height-adjustable hand 
shower holder 
with fixing material 
for rigid wall mounting

6807905-00  Chrome

6807905-00  Matt Black

6863005-00  Chrome

6863005-00  Matt Black

KLUDI xDive
3S hand shower DN 15
adjustable to three spray
patterns through Push-button
switch: Body/Hair/Skin
quick and easy cleaning system

KLUDI xDive 
1S hand shower DN 15
with spray mode: volume
quick and easy cleaning system

KLUDI sDive 
3S hand shower DN 15
adjustable to three spray 
patterns: Body/Hair/Skin
quick and easy cleaning system

KLUDI sDive 
1S hand shower DN 15
with spray mode: volume
quick and easy cleaning system

6883005-00  Chrome

6883039-00  Matt Black

6981005-00  Chrome

6981039-00  Matt Black

6983005-00  Chrome

6983039-00  Matt Black

6881005-00  Chrome

6881039-00  Matt Black

This is only an extract of KLUDI product range. For more look at www.kludi.com
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CONCEALED 
SHOWER 
SOLUTIONS 
FOR LIFESTYLE 
BATHROOMS
 
Concealed solutions are becoming increasingly popular in the 
bathroom, especially in the shower. They allow more variability 
and flexibility in room design.
They leave more free space because the fittings installed in 
the wall take up less room - a major advantage not only in 
small bathrooms.
Architects and interior designers are not the only ones to 
appreciate the fact that concealed ready-to-use sets blend 
discreetly and unobtrusively into the room and its overall 
design. In addition, smart developments such as digital shower 
controls have significantly increased ease of use and user-
friendliness.
Our new, innovative concealed solutions for the shower are 
in line with the trend towards digitalization in the bathroom. 
On the other hand, with our once again significantly improved 
KLUDI-SLIM.BOXX, we ensure ultra-flat designs of the 
concealed rosettes with optimum ease of installation.  

9
39
2
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KLUDI-TOUCHTRONIC
YOUR BATHROOM IS DIGITAL, 
YOUR BATHROOM IS SMART
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ONE TOUCH IS ENOUGH

At the touch of a finger on the easy-to-understand icons of the 
operating display, up to three consumers can be individually 
controlled with KLUDI-TOUCHTRONIC - it could hardly be more 
convenient and intuitive.

Colder/warmer

Consumers (e.g. hand shower, 
head shower, side shower) - two 
consumers can run simultaneously

Switch on/off
User/shower programs

Up to three indivdual shower 
programs can be activated

TOUCHTRONIC CAN DO 
EVEN MORE

KLUDI-TOUCHTRONIC enable two or three elements in the shower to be controlled 
digitally by means of a high-quality touch display. Integrating the system into 
the home wireless network additionally allows it to be controlled using the 
S-FLOW App, which also offers other useful functions, including heating and 
consumption statistics. With KLUDI-TOUCHTRONIC you can customize your 
wellness experience and memorize your shower scenarios up to 3 individual users. 
Consumption and energy values are displayed in the APP, allowing you to check 
your energy and water saving.

Download the S-FLOW App, to customize your 
wellness experience.

What the S-FLOW App can do:
• Switch on and off
• Control the water quantity and temperature 

separately for each element
• Programme up to three individual showering 

parameters
• Pre-heat function
• Set the temperature lock
• Configure a child safety lock
• Maintenance functions (e.g. anti-legionella 

bacteria flushing, cleaning programme)
• Display various consumption values (water 

volume, energy consumption, etc.)
• Intuitive user interface
• Available free of charge for Android and iOS 

devices

DIGITAL AND URBAN
Smart control unit
• Ultra-flat design reduced to the essentials
• Discreet elegant look
• High-quality touch display made of black tinted polycarbonate
• Easy-to-read and easy-to-understand icons for simple and convenient operation
• Easy to clean
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KLUDI-PUSHTRONIC
THE ULTIMATE SMART LIVING
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KLUDI-PUSHTRONIC is an extremely flat masterpiece that is operated like a high-
quality luxury fitting. At  the same time, the fitting has all the advantages of an 
electronically controlled thermostatic fitting, right up to operation via smartphone 
or tablet. KLUDI-PUSHTRONIC enable two elements in the shower to be controlled 
digitally with knobs that can be completely retracted. Integrating the system into the 
home wireless network, additionally allows it to be controlled using the S-FLOW App, 
which also offers other useful functions, including heating and consumption statistics 
that will allow you to check your energy and water saving.

With KLUDI-PUSHTRONIC, two consumers can be controlled individually - 
simply, conveniently, intuitively.

DIGITAL LIFESTYLE FOR THE 
MODERN BATHROOM

• Environmentally friendly and resource-saving: water volume and temperature 
are preset to a flow rate of 8 liters/minute or °35 Celsius.

• Safe: A temperature lock limits the maximum temperature to °44 Celsius.

• Intelligently networked: Integration into the home WLAN additionally enables 
control via app with further useful functions (e.g. warm-up, child safety lock, 
cleaning rinses).

• Economical and ecological: the App keeps water and energy consumption 
under control.

Water temperature

• Endless rotation in both directions to set the desired temperature

Water Volume
• Push to switch on and off the consumers (e.g. hand shower and overhead 

shower) - both consumers can also run at the same time
• Endless turning in both directions to regulate the water volume

PRESS AND TURN

Download the S-FLOW App, to customize your 
wellness experience.

What the S-FLOW App can do:
• Switch on and off
• Control the water quantity and temperature 

separately for each element
• Pre-heat function
• Set the temperature lock
• Configure a child safety lock
• Maintenance functions (e.g. anti-legionella 

bacteria flushing, cleaning programme)
• Display various consumption values (water 

volume, energy consumption, etc.)
• Intuitive user interface
• Available free of charge for Android and iOS 

devices
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KLUDI-TOUCHTRONIC
Electronic concealed shower 
thermostat

KLUDI-PUSHTRONIC
Electronic concealed shower 
thermostat

KLUDI-TOUCHTRONIC Product List

KLUDI-PUSHTRONIC Product List

3831039-00  Black

CHROME
(05)

MATT WHITE
(53)

MATT BLACK
(39)

FINISHES:

This is only an extract of KLUDI product range. For more look at www.kludi.com

*Please refer to KLUDI INDIVIDUAL conditions

3830005-00  Chrome

38300__-00 Finishes

BRUSHED 
GUNMETAL PVD*

(N2)

BRUSHED 
GOLD PVD*

(N0)

BRUSHED 
BRONZE PVD*

(N1)
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KLUDI-SLIM.BOXX
NEW CONCEALED UNIT

10
5
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When it comes to the water installation in the wall, brain is needed. This is where 
the KLUDI-SLIM.BOXX comes in, the significantly improved successor to our 
tried and tested KLUDI-FLEXX.BOXX. The unit sets new standards for concealed 
installation in several respects.

The name says it all
• 7 mm high - the KLUDI-SLIM.BOXX prefabricated sets are among the flattest 

on the market
• 149 mm in diameter - discreet, pleasantly unobtrusive appearance

Less work for the professional
• Reduced installation depth of only 75 mm - less is hardly possible
• Easily suitable for narrow drywall
• Compensation of up to seven degrees of rotational offset - quickly and 

without great effort during installation  

7mm rosette

15mm rosette

Old

NEW
Now even slimmer 

and smaller!

from
Ø170mm

to only
Ø149mm

Rubber instead of plastic

• Ensures perfect impermeability
• Cut to length with cutter and without 
• Special tools
• Break-proof

More sustainability

• Support tube made of plastic-wood composite
• Cover made of recycled cardboard

A NEW STANDARD FOR 
CONCEALED INSTALLATIONS
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 KITCHEN
COMPETENCE
The KLUDI brand, like hardly any other, stands for the highest 

level of competence in design and function when it comes to 

fittings for the kitchen. And for innovative functions that take 

on award-winning forms. The Kitchen Competence concept 

combines outstanding functions in a clear range to make things 

as easy as possible for you.
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 PERFORMANCE FOR LIFE

The sink is at the heart of everyday kitchen life. It’s where we
do so many things: from filling glasses and preparing meals to cleaning kitchen 
utensils. That makes it all more important to find the perfect fitting for your 
individual needs to make your work easier and add true value in your kitchen. 
Making this decision as easy as possible for you, our new kitchen range groups 
specific kitchen needs into three function levels: COMFORT, COMFORT PLUS and 
EXCELLENCE.

Our three basic designs M-, L- and C-LINE also combine all shapes
that turn your kitchen’s ‘watering hole’ into a veritable eye-catcher.
Find the perfect kitchen fitting with all the features you need and
your preferred design.

EXCELLENCE
Meets the highest 

expectations by combining 
basic features with exclusive 

additional features

COMFORT PLUS
Meets sophisticated needs 

by combining basic and 
additional features

COMFORT
Provides all the features 
needed for everyday use

M-LINE
Mainstream / priority market segment

L-LINE
Lean / L-shaped

C-LINE
Curved / C-shaped
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KLUDI-E-GO VOICE
THE DIGITAL KITCHEN MIXER 
WITH VOICE CONTROL
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Smart convenience for the kitchen. The Kludi-E-GO Voice kitchen fitting combines 
voice control with digital and mechanical operation.

• Integrated in the home wireless network, Kludi-E-GO Voice can be operated by 
voice control in interaction with Amazon Alexa or Google Home.

• It can be pre-set with two customised water volumes, which can be activated 
by tipping once ore twice on the digital lever.

• The S-FLOW-App is particularly user-friendly and enables intuitive operation. It 
also provides information about water and energy consumption.

• A practical aid when working in the kitchen is the pull-out spray tap with two 
types of jet.

• Available in classic chrome and in on-trend matt black or matt white finishes.

KLUDI-E-GO VOICE

KLUDI-E-GO VOICE
Electronic and voice controlled 
single lever sink mixer DN 15

KLUDI-E-GO VOICE
Electronic and voice controlled 
single lever sink mixer DN 15

KLUDI-E-GO VOICE
Electronic and voice controlled 
single lever sink mixer DN 15

KLUDI-E-GO VOICE Product List

423000577  Chrome 423006677  Matt Black 423005377  Matt White
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OUR STRENGTHS, 
OUR PHILOSOPHY
At KLUDI, we are masters of our craft because, since 1926, we 
have concentrated on what we do best: developing, designing 
and manufacturing premium products for bathrooms and 
kitchens. And because we focus on the needs and requirements 
of our customers. Satisfying them is what drives us and remains 
our ultimate goal.
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Awarded design 
that serves people
KLUDI designs and manufactures 
products used by people several 
times wihtin every day. Therefore, 
KLUDI's designs are not just only 
focusing on appearance and 
style, but also on convenience, 
practicability and emotional appeal.  
Excellent design goals when it 
harmonizes with functionality and 
satisfies people's needs, resulting 
in added benefits. That's why our 
fittings leave a lasting impression - 
even on design award juries. KLUDI 
products have won many globally 
recognized awards for excellent 
design quality.
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Innovation is just 
doing it
Freely following this motto KLUDI 
has been developing trendsetting 
solutions for bathrooms and 
kitchens for almost 100 years. 
The focus is always on bringing 
to life people's diverse ideas of 
their dream bathroom and kitchen, 
with special attention to detail 
and forward-looking research. 
Our perfectly shaped designs 
and constant aspiration are to 
make life a little easier, safer, 
more pleasant, and more beautiful 
with every development. KLUDI 
aims to enhance people's quality 
of life through simple and secure 
installation, intuitive and convenient 
usage, perfect water enjoyment, and 
environmentally-friendly disposal at 
the end of the product's lifecycle.
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Zero-fault tolerance
KLUDI never compromises on quality. 
Every KLUDI product is crafted 
with excellence, showcasing true 
value workmanship. KLUDI has 
nearly a century of expertise and 
emphasizes quality at every stage of 
the development and manufacturing 
process, beginning with customer 
needs. KLUDI values the use of high-
quality materials and their precise 
manufacturing. Regarding quality 
control: Every plant has it´s own 
quality management team. Every 
single component is inspected before 
it goes into production or sub-
suppliers part is mounted. Inspections 
are also performed during  each step 
of the manufacturing process. Hereby 
most advanced testing equipment, like 
3D coordinate measuring machines 
and electronic measuring microscopes 
are used. Our only benchmark: zero-
defec. This is the only way to achieve 
the greatest possible customer 
satisfaction.
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That makes a 
difference
Simple, sustainable, 
plastic free.
This change is hard to miss. A new 
sustainable packaging concept has 
replaced our standard packaging. 
Not only does the packaging look 
and feel good, it´s also certified.
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KLUDI technology 
reducing 
costs without 
sacrificing 
comfort

KLUDI ECO flow limiter
From shower systems, showerheads 
and basin mixers in the bathroom 
to kitchen faucets - the ECO 
technology integrated in many 
water-saving products limits the 
flow to up to 3.8 liters per minute, 
letting you save water and energy 
efficiently. KLUDI technology – 
reducing costs without sacrificing 
comfort

KLUDI ECO PLUS technology
In many KLUDI washbasin and 
kitchen fittings, this function ensures 
even greater energy efficiency, as 
only cold water flows instead of 
mixed water when the handle is in 
the standard middle position. This is 
good for the environment and your 
budget.

KLUDI sensor technology
Thanks to integrated infrared 
technology, water in KLUDI sensor 
fittings only flows when the sensor 
field is activated by hand movement 
- and this with a noticeably reduced 
flow rate anyway.
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KLUDI GmbH & Co. KG
P.O. Box 25 60 · 58685 Menden
Am Vogelsang 31–33 · 58706 Menden
Germany

T +49 2373 904-0
info@kludi.com

© 2023 Kludi GmbH & Co. KG, Menden (Germany)

All rights reserved. Subject to technical changes. Reproduction, copying and translations shall only be permitted 
with our express written approval.
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